ABSTRACT A polar code with repeating bits (RB polar code), where a part of frozen bits only repeat their preceding information bits, is proposed. In the code construction, we propose cluster pairwise error probability (CPEP) to measure the competitiveness of the correct path against the error paths and apply CPEP as the optimization criterion for the code construction, aiming to reduce the elimination probability of the correct path in a successive cancellation list (SCL) decoder. In the simulations, the constructed RB polar codes are combined with the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code and outperform their counterparts of CRC-concatenated polar codes over various codeword lengths, code rates, and puncturing patterns.
standard with the same codeword length and code rate. Due to the improved performance, polar codes have recently been adopted as the coding schemes for control channels in 5G wireless communication standards [7] .
One idea to construct the concatenated polar codes for SCL decoding of a large list size is to increase their minimum Hamming distances, since the SCL decoder in this case works nearly as an ML decoder [2] , and the union bound on the frame error rate (FER) of the SCL decoder over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel generally decreases with the larger minimum code distance. Recently, the SCL-based searching algorithms are proposed in [8] , [9] to obtain the Hamming weight distribution of a polar code, which enables us to optimize the outer codes, such as CRC codes or parity-check codes, at the aim of minimizing the number of the codewords with the minimum Hamming weight [9] [10] [11] .
In this paper, a polar code with repeating bits (RB polar code) is proposed as a simpler implementation of the PCC polar code [6] , where each parity bit only repeats one information bit. Moreover, we construct the repetition codes with cluster pairwise error probability (CPEP), to improve the SCL decoding performance of a limited list size. When the list size is limited, the correct path is more likely to be eliminated from the list during bit decisions, compared to an ML decoder, and this kind of decoding errors is named as Elimination Error in this paper. Obviously, an elimination error occurs if the path metric of the correct path is smaller than those of at least L error paths, therefore the key to analyze the elimination error is to measure the competitiveness of the correct path against the error paths in the list. The proposed CPEP denotes the probability that the path metric of the correct path is smaller than that of a given error path, and measures the competitiveness of the correct path in some degree. Using a criterion based on CPEP, the proposed construction is applied to CRC-RB polar codes, with various lengths and code rates, where a CRC-RB polar code is the concatenation of an outer CRC code [2] and an inner RB polar code. The simulation results show that the constructed codes outperform the conventional CRC-concatenated polar codes over various codeword lengths, code rates and puncturing patterns.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II firstly introduces the RB polar code. Then, we define the CPEP and provide the RB polar code construction in Section III. Section IV presents the simulation results. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. POLAR CODES WITH REPEATING BITS
A polar code with repeating bits (RB polar code), in fact, is a simpler implementation of the PCC polar code [6] , where each parity bit only repeats one information bit, and the outer parity-check code is therefore degraded into a repetition code. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the encoding bit sequence u N 1 = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u N ) in an RB polar code contains information bits, frozen bits and repeating bits. The frozen bits, generally containing all zeros for symmetric channels, are available at the receiver. The repeating bits are scattered in u N 1 , and each repeating bit together with one of its preceding information bits forms a repetition code.
We define an RB polar code as a 4-tuple (N , I, P, T ), where N is the codeword length, I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } is the index set of K information bits in u N 1 , P ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } and T ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N } denote the index sets of M repeating bits and the corresponding information bits in u N 1 , respectively. More specifically, the m-th repeating bit in P repeats the m-th information bit in T , i.e.,
where p m and t m denote the m-th element in P and T , respectively. Due to the decoding schedule of an SC or SCL decoder, the m-th repeating bit index p m should be larger than its corresponding information bit index t m , i.e., p m > t m . Fig. 1(b) shows the block diagram of encoding and decoding of an RB polar code. At the transmitter, when given the initial encoding bit sequence u N 1 , which only contains information bits u I = (u i , i ∈ I) and frozen bits, the values of repeating bits in u N 1 are firstly assigned as (1) . Then, the sequence u N 1 is encoded by a polar encoder, and the concatenated codeword c N 1 is generated by
where the generator matrix G N = B N F n , B N is a bitreversal permutation matrix, F = 1 0 1 1 , n = log 2 N , and F n denotes n-th Kronecker power of F. At the receiver, the received vector y N 1 is fed into a parity-check-aided SCL decoder [6] , where the information bits are decided by the path metrics [2] , the repeating bits are decided from the decided information bits using their corresponding repetition functions in (1) , and the final output is the most likely path in the list [2] .
In the followings, we will present the construction of the RB polar code in detail, which mainly considers to reduce elimination errors by optimizing the outer repetition codes. As for another type of SCL decoding errors, named as Picking Errors that the decoder contains the correct path at the end and fails to pick it out as the decoding result, the CRC code could be used to remove most of them [2] . It is natural to combine the RB polar code with a CRC code to reduce both elimination errors and picking errors, and more details about the combination are discussed in Section IV.
III. CLUSTER PAIRWISE ERROR PROBABILITY AND RB POLAR CODE CONSTRUCTION
In this section, the cluster pairwise error probability (CPEP) is proposed to measure the competitiveness of the correct path against a given error path. Moreover, the outer repetition codes of the RB polar code are optimized based on CPEP, to reduce elimination errors of an SCL decoder.
A. DEFINITION OF CPEP
During SCL decoding, an elimination error at u i indicates that the path metric of the correct path is smaller than those of at least L error paths, among the 2L path candidates generated at u i . Intuitively, one key point to reduce elimination errors is to improve the competitiveness of the correct path against the error paths. The following defined cluster pairwise error probability (CPEP) denotes the probability that the path metric of the correct path is smaller than that of a given error path, and measures the competitiveness of the correct path in some degree, i.e., the smaller the CPEP is, the more competitive the correct path is against the given error path.
We firstly explain the word ''cluster''. Definition 1 (Codeword Cluster): Given a bit sequence u i 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ), a polar codeword cluster of u i 1 is defined as a codeword set C(
}. According to Definition 1, the codeword cluster C(u i 1 ) is only identified by a bit sequence u i 1 , which also denotes a decoding path at Bit u i in an SCL decoder list. Therefore, each path in a decoder list is corresponding to a codeword cluster.
Definition 2 (Cluster Pairwise Error Probability, CPEP):
, and a transmitted polar codeword c N 1 ∈ C(ū i 1 ), the event set of the cluster pairwise errors is denoted as 
The following lemma enables us only to consider transmitting the all-zero codeword in the evaluation of the error performance under a binary input AWGN (BiAWGN) channel, i.e., only the CPEP P E(0 i 1 ,ũ i 1 , 0 N 1 ) is considered in this paper, whereũ i 1 = 0 i 1 . Lemma 1: In binary input memoryless symmetric channels, for ∀ū i
The proof of Lemma 1 is attached in Appendix A. The CPEP is proposed to measure the competitiveness of the correct path against a given error path in an SCL decoder. Given the transmitted codeword 0 N 1 ∈ C(0 i 1 ), the received vector y N 1 and an error pathũ i 1 , the path metrics of the correct path 0 i 1 and the error pathũ i 1 are obtained as [2] 
According to Definition 2, (6) and (7), it is obtained that
A special case of CPEP with the error pathũ i 1 = (0
It is clear that the CPEP P E(0 i 1 , (0
is the decision error probability over the bit channel W [12] , where an SC decoder is assumed. It is shown in [12] that the upper bound on the FER of a polar code is given as
, where I is the information bit index set. Later in [13] [14] [15] , the calculation methods with low computation complexity for P E(0 i 1 , (0
are proposed, such as Tal-Vardy's method [13] or Gaussian approximation [14] , [15] . However, there is no work regarding the CPEP calculation of the general case, i.e., CPEP
. Due to the difficulty to accurately calculate the CPEP P E(0 i 1 ,ũ i 1 , 0 N 1 ) , we only discuss its upper bound in the following subsection.
B. UPPER BOUND ANALYSIS ON CPEP
In this subsection, the upper bound of CPEP is analyzed, where the BiAWGN channel and the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation are assumed.
According to CPEP definition, the set the square of · 2 , and < ·, · > denotes the inner product of two vectors. Considering the right-hand side of (10), one obtains
, and wt(c N 1 ) denotes the Hamming weight of the codewordc N 1 . Note that the code bits 0 and 1 are mapped as 1 and − 1, respectively, in this paper. The parameter ρ C(ũ i 1 ) in (11) is only determined by the Hamming weights of codewords in the cluster C(ũ i 1 ), and is defined as
Using (11), we define a new set
It is clear from (11) and (13) that the probability
since for ∀y
. The following lemma demonstrates the monotonic relationship between the upper bound P E (0 
Proof: With the BiAWGN channel and the BPSK modulation assumed, when an all-ones vector 1 N 1 is decoded in an SC decoder, the path metric of the pathũ i 1 is obtained
According to (12) , (13), and (15), one finds that both the CPEP upper bound P E (0 i 1 ,ũ i 1 , 0 N 1 ) and the path metric W 
where 
for j = 1, 2, . . . , p m . It is clear from (16) that the M information bit indices in T are sequentially determined from t 1 to t M , i.e., with the already constructed {t k |k = 1, 2, . . . , m−1}, the m-th index t m is optimized as (16) , so that the competitiveness of the correct path is maximized against the error paths at the m-th repeating bit. Since each element in T is optimized based on the former ones, we call (16) 
Computing the path metrics W
|ũ p m ) of all valid error paths in U(t 1 , . . . , t m−1 , t m ) could be a huge amount of complexity, since the number of error paths is 2 |I m | − 1. To address this complexity issue, we adopt a list to contain the error paths with the largest path metrics, and carry out the optimization of (18) only over these error paths, instead of all error paths. Specifically, we adopt an SCL decoder with the list size J to decode the vector 1 N 1 , and reserve the paths with the largest path metrics when deciding the information bits between u 1 and u p m . In this way, the list could contain J − 1 or J error paths with (approximately) the largest path metrics, and the number of error paths to calculate the sum of paths metrics in (18) is reduced from 2 |I m | − 1 to J − 1 or J .
In the construction process, the SCL decoder is firstly fed with an all-ones vector 1 N 1 , then each pathu Finally, the RB polar code construction algorithm is summarized as Algorithm 1, and the complexity of this algorithm is no larger than 2JN path-metric calculations.
Algorithm 1 The RB Polar Code Construction Using CPEP
Input: N , I, P, M , J , σ 2 . 1: An all-ones vector is fed into an SCL decoder. 2: for i = 1 to p M do 3: if i = p m (m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) then 4: Determine t m as (19).
5:
Extend each pathu 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we firstly introduce the combined CRC and RB (CRC-RB) polar code, constructed using the proposed method in Section III-C, and then present the simulation results on the frame error rate (FER) and undetectable error rate (UER) performance.
A. COMBINED CRC AND RB POLAR CODE AND SIMULATION PARAMETERS
The CRC-RB polar code is a combination of a CRC code and an RB polar code, as shown in Fig. 2 . The information bit sequence v K 1 is firstly encoded by an outer CRC code of length L CRC . Then, the CRC codeword is encoded by an RB polar encoder to generate the final codeword. The CRC codeword is viewed as part of the information bit sequence in the RB polar code (N , I, P, T ), i.e., the index set I contains K original information bits plus L CRC CRC bits. At the receiver, the decisions of information bits, repeating bits and frozen bits are carried out as the parity-check-aided SCL decoder [6] , and FIGURE 2. Block diagram of encoding and decoding of a CRC-RB polar code. VOLUME 7, 2019 the final output is the most likely CRC-valid path if there is at least one CRC-valid path in the list [2] .
For the CRC-RB polar codes in the simulation, the CRC length is set as L CRC = 19, and its generator polynomial is
+1 [16] . Indices of K +L CRC bit channels with the smallest decision error probabilities are chosen as the information bit set I. Then, the repeating bit set P is chosen as the indices of M bit channels with the smallest decision error probabilities among the bit channels that have indices greater than the first information bit channel index and are different from the information bit channel indices. If we keep no frozen bit channel after the first information bit channel, i.e., all the encoding bits in u N 1 that have indices larger than the first information bit index are set as either information or repeating bits, the code is called as Full-Check CRC-RB polar code. In the RB polar code construction, the repeated information bit index set T is obtained by Algorithm 1, where the list size is set as J = 1024. For example, the sets P and T for the constructed CRC-RB polar code with M = 15 in Fig. 7 For comparison, we also simulated the combined CRC and PCC (CRC-PCC) polar code, which consists of an outer CRC code and an inner PCC polar code. The decoder of the CRC-PCC polar code is a combined CRC and parity-checkaided SCL decoder [6] . In the CRC-PCC polar code, the parity functions of the inner PCC polar code are constructed as 5G technical specification [17] , which are implemented by a five-length cyclic shift register [18] as shown in Fig. 3 . The basic idea to generate the parity bits is: the information bits are sequentially input into a five-length cyclic shift register, and the check result stored in the leftmost register is output as the parity bit, i.e., u p m , when needed. The encoding and decoding complexity of an RB polar code are lower than those of a PCC polar code. The values of the repeating bits in the RB polar code could be directly assigned as their corresponding information bits as shown in Fig. 1(a) , whereas the PCC polar encoder needs additional shift and XOR operations to generate the values of the parity bits, and the numbers of shift and XOR operations are 5N and K , respectively, where N is the codeword length and K is the number of information bits. Besides, according to the decision procedures of the parity bits, the additional decoding complexity of the PCC polar code would be 5LN shift operations and LK XOR operations, where L is the list size of the SCL decoder. In the simulations, the BPSK-AWGN channel model is employed with the noise variance
, where E b /N 0 is the signal-to-noise ratio, R = K /N or R = K /N p is the code rate, N p is the punctured codeword length. When calculating the decision error probabilities over the N bit channels, the E b /N 0 is set such that the FER is nearly 1×10 −3 [13] . Finally, the list size of the SCL decoder is set as L = 8. Fig. 4 compares the FER performance of the CRC-RB polar codes and CRC-concatenated polar codes with codeword length N = 512 and code rates R = 171/512 ≈ 1/3, R = 1/2 and R = 341/512 ≈ 2/3. Compared to the CRC-concatenated polar code, the FER performance gain of the CRC-RB polar codes with three different code rates is nearly 0.1dB at FER of 1 × 10 −3 . Moreover, the standardized parity functions are able to achieve nearly the same error performance as the repetition codes constructed with CPEP do, in these cases.
B. FER PERFORMANCE OF CRC-RB POLAR CODES 1) CRC-RB POLAR CODES WITHOUT PUNCTURING

2) PUNCTURED CRC-RB POLAR CODES
With puncturing, the elimination errors are more likely to occur, due to the increased number of non-fully polarized bit channels. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 compare the FER performance of the punctured CRC-RB polar codes and CRC-concatenated polar codes with two puncturing patterns named as knownbit puncturing [19] and block puncturing, respectively. The number of information bits is set as K = 240, the code rates are R = 1/3, 1/2, 2/3. In known-bit puncturing, the bits with indices {N p + 1, N p + 2, . . . , N } in c N 1 are punctured, and the encoding bits with indices {BitRev (N p , N 
1 are set as frozen bits (zeros), where N p denotes the codeword length after puncturing, N denotes the mother codeword length, and BitRev(i, N ) denotes the bit-reversal map of i, where the length of the binary representation of i is log 2 N , for example, BitRev(6, 8) = 3. It can be verified that the punctured bits are always zeros in known-bit puncturing [19] , i.e., they are known to the receiver. In block puncturing, the code bits with indices {1, 2, . . . , N − N p } are punctured. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show that the CRC-RB polar codes outperform the CRC-concatenated polar codes over various codeword lengths, code rates and puncturing patterns. The largest performance gain is nearly 0.25dB at FER = 1×10 −3 , with K = 240, R = 1/3, 2/3, and block puncturing in Fig. 6 . Besides, the differences in FER performance between the constructed repetition codes and standardized parity functions are relatively small.
An interesting observation from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 is that the CRC-RB polar codes with block puncturing works better than those with known-bit puncturing, when the number of punctured bits is large (see the cases with R = 1/3, 2/3). This difference could be explained by the fact that the number of available repeating bits with block puncturing is generally more than that with known-bit puncturing, especially when the number of punctured bits is large. With block puncturing, the repeating bit index set is P = {min(I), min(I) + 1, . . . , N } \ I, for a full-check structure. However, with known-bit puncturing, certain bit channels with low decision error probabilities have to be set as frozen bit channels, in order to ensure the punctured bits are known to the receiver [19] . Then, the encoding bits with indices {BitRev(N p , N ) + 1, BitRev(N p + 1, N ) + 1, . . . , BitRev(N − 1, N ) + 1} should be excluded from repeating bit index set, which leads to less number of available repeating bits for known-bit puncturing. Intuitively, the elimination errors are more likely to be reduced with larger number of repeating bits, therefore, the performance gain achieved by CRC-RB polar codes with block puncturing could be more significant than that with known-bit puncturing. Fig. 7 shows the FER performance of the CRC-RB polar codes with K = 240, R = 2/3, block puncturing and different number of repeating bits. We also compare the FER performance of the CRC-RB polar codes with the randomized construction, i.e., each repeating bit randomly matches one of its preceding information bits with equal probability. It is observed that the performance improves as M increases for the constructed CRC-RB polar codes. However, the performance gain of the full-check CRC-RB polar code with randomized repetition codes is not that significant, which, in some degree, validates the effectiveness of Algorithm 1 for the RB polar code construction.
3) CRC-RB POLAR CODES WITH DIFFERENT NUMBER OF REPEATING BITS
C. UER PERFORMANCE OF CRC-RB POLAR CODES
In order to test whether the greedily constructed repetition codes affect the undetectable error rate (UER) performance of the CRC code, the UER simulations are carried out in this VOLUME 7, 2019 subsection. The UER is defined as [20] UER = the number of CRC undetectable errors the number of total decoding attempts , where a CRC undetectable error denotes a decoded frame that is error however is CRC-valid. It is analyzed in [21] that the error detection capability of the CRC would be degraded if the CRC code is simultaneously used to pick out the final path from an SCL decoder list. More specifically, the UER of the CRC code at low SNRs should be approximately L · 2 −L CRC , where L is the decoder list size and L CRC is the CRC length. In the simulations, the UER is estimated as L · 2 −L CRC ≈ 1.53 × 10 −5 with L = 8 and L CRC = 19. In the simulation of Fig. 8 , the number of Monte Carlo trails is set as 1 × 10 7 for each UER point. It is observed that the UERs are roughly 1.5 × 10 −5 in low SNR region for various codeword lengths, code rates, and puncturing patterns, which verifies that the construction of repetition codes does not affect the UER performance of the embedded CRC code.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the RB polar code with the simple encoding representation and low implementation complexity, is proposed. In the code construction, we have proposed the CPEP to measure the competitiveness of the correct path against the given error path, and optimize the outer repetition codes with CPEP, to reduce elimination errors in an SCL decoder. Due to the uncertainty of the L − 1 error paths in the particular SCL decoder, the accurate analytical relationship between the CPEPs and the elimination error probability with a given list size is not derived in this paper, and the proposed construction, in some degree, is a heuristic one. Nevertheless, the simulation results show that the constructed CRC-RB polar codes evidently outperform their counterpart CRC-concatenated polar codes. Another interesting finding is that the parity functions standardized in 5G technical specification perform fairly well as compared with the constructed repetition codes greedily optimized through CPEP, in the cases tested.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
This appendix is devoted to the proof of Lemma 1. Without loss of generality, assuming that the transmitting codeword c N 1 is c
. (21) Similarly, for ∀c
Let a vector z N 1 satisfy that, for j = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
where the symbol y j is the conjugate symbol of y j , and y j is the j-th element in y N 1 . In binary input memoryless symmetric channels, since W (y j |0) = W (y j |1), it is obtained that
According to (21) , (22), (24) and (25), we have
With ( 
and Lemma 1 gets proved. 
